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Recent deliveries and installations
USL’s largest ever squirter inspection systems for composites
has been delivered to a customer in Japan. This machine,
similar to Fig 1, has a scan volume of 15 x 1.8 x 2.9 metres
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with 10 scanning axes and 5 motorised fixture axes. A
detailed pre-delivery acceptance test was carried out at the
USL factory, including metrology checks using our new Faro
Laser Tracker—this showed that the travel accuracy was
better than 0.05mm over the full 15 metre travel.
Packing and delivery of a machine of this size requires
significant logistical support—the convoy of three trucks is
shown leaving the USL factory to deliver to Schipol Airport
(Fig 2).
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A similar system has recently been installed in the city of
Shenyang in China (Fig 3) with two others also having
recently arrived. These vary in length from 5 to 8 metres.
One of these has a unique combination of vertical and
horizontal manipulators, shown in Fig 4. Other systems like
these are currently in manufacture at the USL factory,
destined for China, UK and The Netherlands.
An immersion system

has been installed at Fokker

Aerostructures in The Netherlands for C scan inspection of a
specialised composite product. This uses the double through
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transmission (reflector plate) technique, with a specially
fabricated stainless steel fixture used to support and locate
the part.
Other important recent deliveries include several sets of
ultrasonic instrumentation to USA for upgrade of third party
inspection systems with our partner, Arcadia Aerospace.
An upgrade of a multi-axis, multi-channel USL immersion
systems has been completed at VSMPO in Russia to bring
the hardware and software fully up-to-date. The machine
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was first installed in 2006 and has been used continuously in
production. VSMPO is the world’s largest manufacturer of
titanium alloy products.

New orders
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USL continues to receive orders for ultrasonic boards and
software for upgrade of systems originally manufactured by other
companies and also for inclusion in new systems on an OEM
basis.
Following successful installation of a multi axis, gantry based
system at Hindustan Aeronautics in Bangalore last year (Figs 5
and 6) we have received a new order for a composite squirter
inspection unit
from the same customer at a different
manufacturing site. This is a smaller and simpler system, but it
will have the fully specified ultrasonic, data acquisition and
software functionality of its larger cousins.

Other news
Most of

USL’s installed systems are used by manufacturing

companies for routine inspection of their product, whether it is
metal, composite material, semiconductor or a fabricated
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assembly. In some cases the techniques used are “cutting edge”
and are applied on production parts when our competitors still
consider them as targets for future development. Some USL
customers however use our equipment for research and
development.
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One such is NLR in The Netherlands which is the national
aerospace research laboratory. They have used a combined
immersion and squirter system from USL (Fig 7) since 2007. They
have recently used the “Volume Scan” function of full waveform
capture, which is standard in USL software, to produce 3
dimensional rotating images illustrated by the static image in Fig
8. Whilst this is not at all unique, it makes a very good illustration
of impact damage in a composite panel!
In the coming weeks we will add a USL 128 element linear
scanning array capability to this system.

Enhanced service support
Until recently service support on our equipment was carried out
by the same engineers that design and build the systems. Whilst
USL systems are very robust and reliable and require the
minimum of maintenance support, the increasing number and
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global range of our installed systems has prompted us to appoint
a dedicated service engineer.
routine calibration of

He is also responsible for the

our ultrasonic equipment according to

International specifications and specialised standards issued by
companies such as Airbus.
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